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The Fed hasn’t increased interest rates in almost a decade, but that looks to change this week!
What’s at risk with such a historic Fed decision this week? The ramifications are mind-boggling!
97% of economists surveyed believe this will be THE WEEK the Fed sends us in a new direction!

Given the holiday season, I am providing this Trending Report
earlier in the month, which means it will be slightly in advance of
the final Federal Reserve meeting on December 15-16… At which
time it is anticipated that the Fed will be initiating a rate hike.
This is a historic event (realize it or not).
In addition, given that we are on the cusp of the 2015 year-end,
I’ve decided to break-rank a bit and shed light on the historical
significance and far reaching impact of the current interest rate
environment and how it ripples through the economy and stock
market. I never desire such a topic to feel as technical overkill, so
my focus will be to make this visually engaging as I string together
a wide array of data related to the timing of our current interest rate
environment as captained by the Federal Reserve…
The last time the Federal Reserve raised interest rates was
June 29, 2006 – that was 9½ years ago – just shy of a decade!
Furthermore, the rate cut declines have been so significant that
the Fed reached a “target rate” of zero-percent as of December
16, 2008, which is where we remain as of this writing. Meaning
we’ve been pegged at zero-percent for seven years!
“In the nine years since the Federal Reserve’s last rate hike,
the US has gone through a housing-bubble burst, a financial
crisis that nearly destroyed the global banking system, the
worst recession since the Great Depression, and a slow but
steady recovery marked by moderate, consistent growth.” ¹
As I said, the raising of interest rates will be historic. And now,
although nothing is guaranteed, it is highly-anticipated that the
Fed will in fact raise the interest rate in conjunction with their
December 15-16 session. In fact, “about 97% of business and
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academic economists surveyed by the Wall Street Journal
predicted Fed officials will raise the benchmark federalfunds rate Wednesday (December 16, 2015). Just 3% said
they expected officials would wait until next year to move
rates up.” ²
Please keep your seatbelts fastened and your tray tables in the
upright and secured position… We are next in line for takeoff!
So what does all this really mean to the average consumer
and investor!?!?
At the most basic common denominator, the banks have more
than $2.6 trillion on deposit with the Federal Reserve.³ When the
Fed raises the interest rate on excess reserves, the banks will
receive more on those deposits held at the Fed. That will reduce
the bank’s incentive and desire to make loans elsewhere to others
at any lower rate. So it acts almost like the floor for all interest
rate activity. Raising the floor means all interest rates will then
correspondingly rise.
As you can imagine, this then causes a rippling effect that
reaches far and wide. The best place to begin wrapping your
mind around this is by visual assessment of “what has occurred”
since the Last Fed Rate Hike (indicated by GREEN LINE
on the following charts) and the Start of Zero Interest Rate
Policy (indicated by RED LINE the following charts)...

1 December 6, 2015, Business Insider, “28 charts that show how America changed since
the Fed gave us 0% rates”.
2 December 10, 2015, The Wall Street Journal, “WSJ survey: Economists are convinced
Fed will raise rates in December”.
3 November 24, 2015, Bloomberg, “The Fed’s countdown”.
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Effective Fed Funds Rate:
This chart depicts the actual effective rate as controlled by the Fed.
Notice the last Fed rate hike on June 29, 2006 (GREEN LINE),
and then the start of zero interest rate policy on December 16,
2008 (RED LINE).
Prior to the 2008 Crisis, you can see the rate had levelled off, but
then the Fed began decreasing the rate as the economy began
deteriorating into Recession during late 2007 up until 2009.
Again, there has not been a rate hike in 9½ years and the
rate has been targeted at zero for the past seven years.

Real Gross Domestic Product:
During and through the Recession, real GDP fell approximately 4%
from just under $15 trillion to $14.4 trillion. The overall economy has
now rebounded to an estimated $16.4 trillion.
As I continue to share this collection of charts, the key is to focus
on, and consider, the correlation of timing as illustrated by the
GREEN LINE and RED LINE.

Non-Farm Payroll Employment:
During the Recession, obviously the labor market was a primary
concern. As the economy and businesses struggle, so does
employment. In January of 2008, American jobs were at a high of
over 138 million, but approximately two years later in early 2010,
jobs were below 130 million.
Since then, we’ve experienced a steady climb to where jobs are
now at approximately 143 million.
NOTE: These are the “Big Three” charts, but there are others that are
highly important as well. So on the next page I’ll quickly squeeze in
a few more without my commentary, as you easily understand the
timing correlations to focus on visually (it’s pretty obvious with the
GREEN and RED lines).
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S&P 500:
As we all know, the stock market crashed during the Financial
Crisis. You can easily see there is a tight correlation to the start
of the Fed’s zero interest rate policy and the ultimate bottoming of
the S&P 500 in early 2009.
For historical reference, the S&P 500 declined by -38.5% in 2008
and declined by approximately -54% from its pre-Crisis high to its
ultimate low. The financial devastation was unprecedented.
For perspective, in 1987, the year that encapsulated Black
Monday, the market returned a +2% for the year on both the S&P
500 and the Dow Jones.
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S&P 500 correlated with RAM® Score:
Since I often get asked how our patented RAM® Score correlates
to all that occurs economically and in relation to the stock market,
I have matched the “scale” on our RAM® Score chart to that of the
S&P 500 chart and stacked them atop each other to complete this
highly visual rendition of Trending Report charts.
Remember, the RAM® Score visual uses the GREEN MOUNTAIN
for when the numeric is positive and RED VALLEY for when
the numeric is negative. (The full RAM® Score synopsis is
available later in this report as always.)
Should the Fed raise rates?
Well, as I listed above, 97% of economists surveyed feel they
“will,” but that is different than saying they “should.” Obviously, with
the rate targeted at zero-percent, it can only go up… So it’s really
all about the timing of such an increase. And it seems that most
professionals believe that now is, in fact, the time, but it is nerveracking to say the least…
Lower rates are good for business as they create incentive for
companies to invest in innovation, facilities, etc. Lower rates
increase consumer spending and stock market investing. Lower
rates make real estate more appealing and affordable to finance…
But keeping interest rates too low for too long can lead to high
inflation and encourage too much debt. Plus, raising rates indicate
the U.S. economy is strong and can grow without continued
monetary stimulus. It’s a perplexing decision for the Fed.
Thankfully, Portformulas will automatically and non-emotionally
apply your selected investment criteria each and every month
like clockwork. Regardless of uncertain interest rates and an
uncertain stock market, you can rest assured in the certainty of
the Portformulas processes being executed on your behalf.
Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays!
Best of Investing,
Mike Walters, CEO
P.S. The Economist recently published the best Pro vs. Con
comparative descriptive I’ve seen – I’ve included it to the right for
your review and benefit. Enjoy!
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RAM® Score
Overview

This data is used within the
Fundamental Focus Series
investment strategies.

u RAM® Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline which allows for
correlation between these multiple indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM® Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM®
Score means odds are stacked in favor of equity investments while a negative RAM® Score means odds are stacked against equity investments.
v Fundamental Focus Series investment strategies use RAM® Score plus qualitative & quantitative qualification criteria to select targeted holdings across multiple
indexes. Investing Note: We believe there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. The RAM® Score identifies what we view as the trends
or “changing seasons”. And then the Fundamental Focus Series seeks to act upon such trends and only own the stocks that meet our qualification criteria.
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Mapper Score
Overview

This data is used within
the Technical Focus Series
investment strategies.
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w Mapper Score™ is a proprietary “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic components of the underlying stocks represented within an index.
It identifies certain strengths of individual stocks contained within an index and tracks how many meet minimum requirements. As a trending tool, we believe
that the higher the percentage of qualifying stocks, the greater the strength of the overall index.
x Technical Focus Series investment strategies use Mapper Score™ plus momentum & technical qualification criteria to select targeted holdings within
a single index. Investing Note: We do not believe that all stocks within an index are automatically worthy of ownership. The Mapper Score™ illustrates
how many stocks we view as “worthy of consideration” within each index. And then the Technical Focus Series seeks to only own the stocks that meet our
qualification criteria.
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y Portformula® investment strategies & scoring mechanisms do not guarantee that the markets will increase when scores are strong or decrease when the
scores are weak. But we believe the long term correlation may be valuable for investing… Combining the trending features of RAM ® Score & Mapper Score™
with our intricate Fundamental & Technical Focus Formulaic Investing™ Strategies results in a uniquely logical approach to investing that is exclusively
available through Portformulas ®.

Please note that there are a number of important disclosures that must be considered before investing in Portformulas. Please read the
information and disclosures contained in Portformulas’ hypothetical carefully before investing. Any performance figures referenced herein are
hypothetical and are not indicative of future results. Purchases and sales of securities within Portformulas’ various strategies may be made
without regard to how long you have been invested which could result in tax implications.
RAM Score and Mapper Score General Disclosures
The RAM Score and Mapper Score illustrations do not represent any particular Portformula strategy nor are they intended to recommend any
Portformula strategy or the RAM Score feature. The information contained herein simply attempts to illustrate how our firm’s RAM Score feature
and Mapper Score operate. The RAM Score feature can be applied to many Portformula models at no additional cost. The Mapper Score is
simply an analytical informational tool.
RAM Score was not developed until January 2010. Prior to January 2010, clients were utilizing RAM Score’s predecessor, RAM. Clients
utilizing RAM may have had different results than those reflected above. RAM Score movement prior to 2010 is hypothetical and based on
retroactive application of RAM Score’s indicators to market and economic conditions existing at the time. Portformulas was not managing
assets prior to 2007.
It is important to understand that RAM Score is only a tool designed to assist our firm’s management of your account. RAM Score does not
guarantee any specific results or performance and even with RAM Score on your account, it is possible that your account will lose value.
RAM Score moves assets into or out of the market based on various economic and market indicators. It is possible that the market will move
positively while you are not invested or negatively while you are invested, resulting in losses. Any Portformula strategy may underperform or
produce negative results.
Just because Portformulas maps a stock does not mean that the stock will be held in a model. Client accounts may hold fewer stocks than
those referenced in the Mapper Score illustration. Mapper Score has no impact on performance.
The RAM Score illustration utilizes the S&P 500 index because it is a well‐known index and provides a recognizable frame of reference. The
Mapper Score analysis uses the referenced indices because they are relevant comparisons across certain Portformula models. The indices
referenced herein are not publicly available investment vehicles and cannot be purchased. Furthermore, none of the indices referenced herein
have endorsed Portformulas in any way.
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